**Type S** cast head -
Very stable, low profile design, especially suited for hollow shaft drivers. Discharge sizes thru 16 inch. Column - threaded or flanged.

**Type C** cast head -
Rigid design suited for hollow or solid shaft drivers. Base may be ANSI flange mounted. Discharge sizes thru 12 inch. Column - threaded or flanged.

**Type F** fabricated head -
For hollow or solid shaft drivers. Square, round or ANSI flange base available. Discharge sizes thru 24 inch. Column - flanged.

**Type AB & BB** fabricated heads -
High efficiency segmented elbow design. Custom designs for above-base or below-base discharge. Discharge sizes thru 72 inch.

- **Stuffing box with removable sleeve**
- **Threaded Shaft Coupling**
- **Drop in Bearing Retainer - positive lock design**
- **Sand Collars - protect upper and lower bowl bearings from settling abrasives**
- **Impeller and bowl wear rings**
- **Typical Stuffing Box**
- **Solid Shaft Driver Coupling**
- **Typical Mechanical Seal Container**
- **Packed-type tube nut assembly for injection of external lubricant to enclosed line shaft bearings.**
- **Keyed Shaft Coupling**
- **Bronze Tube Bearing**
- **Fluted Rubber Tube Bearing**
- **Rifle Drilled Impeller Shaft - One of Peerless Pump’s designs for external flushing of bowl bearings.**
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